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Abstract:  
 
The bending properties of a new thermomechanically processed medium-carbon (0.40 wt.% C) low-
alloy steel, intended for the slurry transportation pipeline application, have been investigated. The 
studied material was hot-rolled to 10 mm thick strips followed by direct quenching to two different 
quench-stop temperatures (QST) of 560 °C and 420 °C. The samples were subsequently cooled 
slowly to room temperature in a furnace, producing two different bainitic microstructures. In general, 
the final microstructures on the centerline consisted of different bainitic features with yield strengths 
of a ~700 MPa and ~1200 MPa for QST 560 °C and 420 °C, respectively. To determine the factors 
affecting bendability, as determined by three-point brake press bending tests, local microstructural 
features and texture were characterized with transmission and scanning electron-microscopy and 
macrohardness tests. Detailed quantitative microstructural evaluation of both subsurface and mid-
thickness regions revealed that the bainitic sample produced at the higher temperature (QST 560) 
consisted of almost equal amounts of bainite types B1 and B2, where B1 has bainitic sheaves with a 
low dislocation density and intralath cementite, and  B2 a very dislocation-dense morphology with 
mainly interlath cementite. In the QST 420 sample, the high dislocation density components B2 
bainite and martensite were dominant, although martensite was only present near the strip surfaces. 
Different post-rolling cooling conditions did not change the general crystallographic theme but 
resulted in a slight increase in the texture intensity of the QST 420 sample. Neither the concave nor 
convex subsurface regions showed significant changes in texture after bending. The more favorable 
distributions of microstructural components and textural component intensities in the QST 560 
sample resulted in higher elongation to fracture and work-hardening capacity, resulting a smaller 
minimum usable punch radius than for the stronger QST 420 sample. Fractographic examination of 
the cracked surfaces revealed that cracks developed by shear band formation followed by surface 
roughening, which promoted subsequent void and microcrack nucleation and growth.  
 
Keywords: Bendability, Furnace-cooled bainite, Medium-carbon steel, Fractography, Image 
quality analysis, Texture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   
 

   
 

 
1. Introduction 

When designing a new steel grade for long-distance transportation of slurry or cement by 
pipelines system, besides excellent wear resistance to meet the harsh working conditions, 
an optimal balance of all mechanical properties such as strength, hardness and toughness 
is required. However, from a pipe fabrication viewpoint, also formability is a key 
parameter, considering the common production route of cold forming the strips to a pipe 
shape and then welding the edges followed with the final hardening treatment especially in 
the case of pipe with the smaller diameter or with an uncommon shape like elbows . 
Generally, high strength and hardness are only possible at the expense of formability and 
toughness, but the overall balance depends on the details of the microstructures involved. 
Particularly in the case of the complex microstructures of medium-carbon steels, it is 
challenging to properly design, characterize and quantitatively analyze the microstructural 
details. 

Tensile testing is the most common way to experimentally measure strength and ductility 
of materials. However, determining formability via tensile tests is inadequate to predict 
surface crack formation and failure in bending [1]. Hence, to measure the ability of a 
material to withstand bending without any serious damage (bendability) and to evaluate the 
resistance to crack nucleation and growth, bending tests are usually performed along with 
tensile testing for a more precise evaluation of the forming capability. Bendability is related 
to the sheet bulk mechanical properties as well as to microstructural features [2]. Several 
systematic studies have been concerned with the effect of microstructural characteristics 
and textural aspects on bending properties, especially in the case of direct-quenched 
martensitic sheet steels [1,3–7]. Take apart of homogenization and refinement of the 
microstructure which has been widely reported as the main factor influencing the bending 
properties [8], Saastamoinen et al. [9,10] demonstrated that bendability of direct-quenched 
steels mainly depends on crystallographic texture, dislocation density and size and 
distribution of second phase e.g. carbides in the microstructure. They improved the 
bendability of a martensitic direct-quenched low-alloy strip steel by reducing the 
subsurface dislocation density and hardness as well as reducing the carbides size through 
the microstructure, applying a tempering treatment at around 600°C. Roumina et. al [11], 
by testing the bendability of a compositionally-graded martensitic steel, showed that 
introducing more ductile phase at the surface area can improve the bending properties 
thanks to suppression of cracks propagation. However, it has been found [8,12–14] that 
during deformation and mechanical deformation, transformation of retained austenite to 
the martensite, especially large austenite islands which are less stable due to lower content 
of carbon compared to the small islands, can influence the initiation of voids and 
subsequent microcracks formation.   

Moreover, orientational dependence of mechanical properties, especially Charpy impact 
and bending properties has been largely reported both in the past and more recently [3,7,15–
17]. For instant, it has been observed that formation of typical alpha fiber during hot rolling 
could have a unfavorable effect on bending properties [17] and can be also associated with 
the planar anisotropy in direct quenched steels [18]. However, the role of specific 
crystallographic orientations which are/are not in favor of bending failure and damage is 



   
 

   
 

not well stablished yet. In addition, correlation of individual microstructural components 
in a complicated microstructure like a medium-carbon bainitic microstructure with various 
bainitic morphologies has not been studied yet.  

Thus, in the present work, the failure mode and damage development under three-point 
bending conditions were studied for two hot-rolled, step-quenched and furnaced cooled 
bainitic microstructures of a newly designed low-alloy medium-carbon steel. Apart from 
the conventional characterization of bending damage using visual inspection and in order 
to provide a failure development guideline, damaged and fracture surfaces were precisely 
investigated by microscopic examinations. In addition, the correlation between bendability 
and the microstructural and crystallographic characteristics were studied mainly using 
orientational distribution function (ODF) maps and image qualities obtained from the 
EBSD data. In particular, the role of specific crystalline orientations and microstructural 
components on the crack initiation and growth during bending were discussed.  
 

2. Experimental methodology 
2.1. Test material 

The material used in this work was designed and manufactured in the laboratory using 
a steel with the nominal composition of 0.40 C, 0.15 Si, 0.25 Mn, 0.90 Cr, 0.50 Mo and 
0.012 Nb (wt.%). After casting and laboratory hot-rolling, the sheet materials with a finish 
rolling temperature of 800 °C, which is slightly above A3, were subjected to direct-
quenching by immersion in water to quench-stop temperatures (QST) of either 560 °C 
(upper bainite formation region) or 420 °C (lower bainite formation region). This was 
immediately followed by very slow cooling in a furnace pre-set to the related QST to 
produce different bainitic microstructures. The idea with such a treatment was to roughly 
simulate industrial hot strip rolling, direct quenching and coiling. The hot-rolling process 
was performed in two stages (Fig. 1): a 4-pass rough rolling above the recrystallization stop 
temperature (RST) in the temperature window of 1200–1100 °C with a total reduction of 
48 % followed by a 4-pass finish rolling stage below RST in the temperature range of 950–
800 °C with a total reduction of 32 %. Temperature was recorded during the whole process 
using a thermocouple, which was inserted in the center of each block before rolling. QSTs 
were selected based on the upper and lower bainite formation regions determined from 
dilatometry results and Time-Temperature-Transformation (TTT) diagram, which are 
presented in Ref. [19]. In this way, two as-rolled samples with the same composition and 
the same hot rolling treatment but different post-rolling cooling paths and final 
microstructures were used in this study. More details about the material composition and 
as-rolled properties can be found elsewhere [19,20]. 

 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 1. a) Schematic presentation of thermomechanical rolling process along the subsequent 
cooling paths along with b) the Time-Temperature-Transformation (TTT) diagram for the studied 
material. 

2.2. Mechanical properties 

To evaluate the bendability of the samples, three-point bending tests were carried out 
at room temperature with cylindrical punches in an Ursviken Optima 100 bending 
machine as shown schematically in Fig. 2(a). Plate specimens, having a thickness (t) of 
10 mm, width (w) of 100 mm and length (L) of 170 mm, were bent with a bending angle of 
90° and the bend axis (BA) parallel to the transverse direction (BA∥TD). Both longitudinal 
edges were in the as-rolled condition (no cutting parallel to the rolling direction, no 
grinding). The die opening width (W) was 100 mm and the punch radius (R) varied from 
15 mm to 35 mm. After the tests, the quality of the bent surface was inspected visually to 
determine the bendability by classifying the defects and determining the minimum 
bending radius that produces a defect free bend. Slight surface waviness did not lead to 
rejection in visual inspection. However, if any small surface or edge cracks, large dents, or 
any other severe surface defects appeared, the bend result was considered as failed. It 
should be noted that the limited quantities of the laboratory-scale test materials did not permit a 
full, statistical analysis of the repeatability of the results. 

Macrohardness was measured using a Duramin-A300 (Struers) tester under a 100 N 
load. The as-rolled hardness was determined as a mean value of ten measurements on the 
cross-section containing the rolling direction (RD) and normal direction (ND). Through-
thickness hardness profiles of the bent samples were taken on the RD-ND cross-section 
where the distance between each measurement was 1 mm. 

Three parallel tensile tests for each material were carried out at room temperature in 
accordance with the European standard EN 10002 using a stain rate of 0.008 s-1. The 
round specimens cut and machined from the mid-thickness of as-rolled samples with their 
longitudinal axis parallel to the RD. The samples with a diameter of 6 mm and gage length 
of 30 mm were prepared in accordance with the ASTM E8M standard for the sub-size 
samples. 

 
 



   
 

   
 

2.3. Microstructural Characterization 

After the standard metallographic sample preparation, microstructural features of the 
polished samples were analyzed using a light microscope and a laser scanning confocal 
microscope (VK-X200, Keyence Ltd.), and also a Sigma Zeiss field-emission scanning 
electron microscope (FESEM) equipped with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). 2% 
Nital etchant was used when needed. Due to the complexity of the microstructures, beside 
the FESEM images, also EBSD image quality was used to detect and to quantify the 
microstructural components. Microstructural constituents with varying intrinsic dislocation 
density and surface topology give consequently different IQ values in EBSD measurements 
[21]. Hence, IQ data can be numerically analyzed to give a quantitative characterization 
of microstructure. For this purpose, normalized IQ histograms were deconvoluted into 
multiple peaks with a normal distribution shape on the basis of previous work by DeArdo 
[22,23]. Then, each peak was attributed to a specific morphology based on the location of 
the peak, i.e. the mean IQ value and the ratio of the area under each peak to the total 
normalized IQ area were considered to give the fraction of each microstructural 
constituent. More detailed microstructural characterization was performed via higher 
resolution microscopy employing a 200-kV energy filtered scanning transmission electron 
microscope (JEOL JEM-2200FS EFTEM/STEM). 3 mm diameter transmission electron 
microscopy samples were cut and punched from the mid-thickness of as-rolled samples. 
They were ground to initially to 0.1 mm thick wafers and then further ground down to 
approximately 0.08 mm. Finally, samples were electro-polished at 25 V in an electrolyte 
consisting of perchloric acid, butyl cellosolve, distillated water and ethanol. 

Microtextural characterization was performed using EBSD mappings, which were 
recorded under an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, a working distance of 15 mm and step 
size of 0.2 μm. The scanned field size was about 200 x 200 𝜇𝑚2. Several EBSD runs were 
carried out on different samples and locations to evaluate the texture and microstructural non-
homogeneity across the thickness. A schematic specimen location map is shown in Fig. 2(b-
c) to illustrate the sample positions and their relative areas. The FESEM was also used for a 
fractographic study of crack initiation and propagation from the untouched fracture surfaces, and 
EBSD scans were made on polished cross-sections across cracked regions. 

 
 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 2. a) Schematic illustration of the three-point bending test setup along with the test specimen 
dimensions. b) Sample locations for FESEM and EBSD measurements in as-rolled material (positions 
I-III). c) Sample locations for FESEM and EBSD measurements in undamaged bent samples 
(positions IV-VII). 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Microstructures of the rolled material  

The starting microstructure of as-rolled samples mainly consisted of very fine lath-like 
and plate-like bainitic sheaves which were distributed within the severely deformed and 
elongated prior austenite grains. In addition, there was a significant amount of elongated 
ferrite and carbon enriched martensite/austenite (M/A) islands below the rolled surfaces 
down to a depth of 100-150 μm as shown for example in Fig. 3. Due to the low finish 
rolling temperatures used, ferrite can form near the surfaces during hot-rolling as a result of 
decarburization during slab heating at 1200 °C and subsequent natural cooling during 
rolling passes. The formation of ferrite leads to rejection of carbon to the austenite and 
martensite formation during subsequent quenching. The microstructure of the QST 560 
sample was almost the same as that of the QST 420 material and, for the sake of brevity, 
only the results for the QST 420 sample are presented here. More results and discussions 
will be presented later on the subsurface and centerline regions for both samples. 



   
 

   
 

 

Figure 3. a) Optical micrograph of QST 420 from the surface and subsurface regions along with 
higher magnifications of highlighted (red and blue) regions b) subsurface and c) surface.  

TEM investigations revealed two main types of bainitic morphologies in both samples. 
Bainitic sheaves composed of a matrix of bainitic ferrite laths with very low dislocation 
density separated by intralath cementite, as shown in Fig. 4(a-b), which is here referred to 
as bainite type B1. A second morphology (B2) comprised bainitic sheaves with interlath 
cementite precipitates (Fig. 4(c-d)). Despite of the formation of cementite within the 
bainite platelets, the main characteristic of this morphology was the presence of a high 
density of dislocation networks inside the ferritic laths as shown in Fig. 4(d). Similar 
observation of such tangled high-density dislocation networks pinned with very fine 
precipitates in the lath bainite structures has been reported previously by Thao [24]. 
Although cementite distribution in the B1 morphology was very similar to that of upper 
bainite and in B2 was very similar to that of lower bainite structure in Bhadeshia’s bainite 
classification system [25], here, the terms B1 and B2 were used as their later quantitative 
analysis was based on EBSD-IQ data, which is mainly related to the dislocation density 
of the microstructural component and not the cementite distribution. As regards, terms of 
upper bainite and lower bainite have not been used directly for the sake of accuracy. 

Although dislocation density is mainly a result of the temperature at which the bainitic 
ferrite forms, precipitates can also stabilize the dislocation networks. During bainite 
formation at higher temperature, excess carbon from the supersaturated bainitic plate can 
diffuse to the residual austenite, which leads eventually to formation of intralath cementite 
resulting in a weak network of dislocations inside the ferritic bainitic plates. When the 
transformation temperature is low, carbon can partition only partially to the residual 
austenite. Remaining carbon can precipitate in ferritic bainite laths as interlath cementite, 
which increases crystal defects and dislocations stability. Fig.4(e) presents the selected 
area diffraction (SAD) pattern obtained from the highlighted area in Fig.4(b) along with 
cementite indexing of the SAD pattern, which is in agreement with the earlier reported 
orientation relationship between the matrix ferrite and one of the cementite variants [26] 
indicating formation of intralath cementite.  

 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 4. Bright field STEM image of transformed products of studied samples after furnace cooling. 
Two different magnifications: a-b) indicate cementite precipitation between the ferritic bainitic laths 
containing a few dislocation networks, c-d) cementite present within the ferritic bainitic plates 
containing a dense network of dislocations, e) indexed SAD pattern for the bainitic ferrite matrix and 
cementite obtained from the highlighted area in Fig. 4(b). 

In order to quantify the fraction of each microstructural constituents, especially B1 and 
B2 types of bainite, the EBSD-IQ values were analyzed based on the method developed 
by DeArdo [22] using MATLAB software. As explained previously [21], pattern or image 
quality (IQ) which is one of the important maps constructed from the EBSD data describes 
the quality of acquired diffraction patterns and can often reveal more structural features 



   
 

   
 

than an secondary electron image. Generally, different factors can cause contrast variation 
in an IQ image for example microstructural morphologies, phase characteristics, surface 
topology, local chemistry and/or other features of the microstructure like residual plastic 
deformation left from the sample preparation [27,28]. However, the experiments shows 
[21,28] an IQ value depends mainly on the amount of strain in the crystal lattice, i.e. 
mainly on given dislocation density, so that a microstructure component with a high 
dislocation density yields a low IQ value. In general, during phase transformations under 
continuous cooling, the IQ value of the transformed microstructural components decreases 
as the transformation temperature drops through the sequence (polygonal) ferrite, upper 
bainite, lower bainite, martensite. According to the previous works [22,29], the location 
of each deconvoluted peak related to each morphology in the normalized IQ axis (from 0 
to 100) were considered as follows: (Polygonal) ferrite ~70-80, bainite type B1 ~50-70, 
bainite type B2 ~30-40 and martensite ~20-30. The EBSD image quality obtained from 
the subsurface of QST 420 and QST 560 samples are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, 
respectively. QST 420 contained about 4.5 % (polygonal) ferrite, 19.5 % B1 bainite 
(bainite with low dislocation density), 52 % B2 bainite (bainite with high dislocation 
density) and 24 % martensite including M/A islands (Fig. 5(d)). As the thermocouple was 
located at the center of rolled plate and martensite start temperature (Ms) for the studied 
material is about 350 °C, the high subsurface fraction of martensite in the QST 420 sample 
is probably due to the surface temperature dropping below Ms during quenching as QST 
for this sample was near the Ms temperature.  



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 5. QST 420 subsurface on RD-ND section (Position III): a) and b) EBSD image quality, c) 
location map of identified microstructural components based on their IQ values and d) IQ distribution 
and fraction of each microstructural component. 



   
 

   
 

 

Figure 6. QST 560 subsurface on RD-ND section (Position III): a) and b) EBSD image quality, c) 
location map of identified microstructural components based on their IQ values and d) IQ distribution 
and fraction of each microstructural component. 

According to Fig. 6(d), the subsurface microstructure of the QST 560 sample consisted 
of about 4 % ferrite (F), 51% B1 bainite, 42 % B2 bainite and 3 % martensite.  The location 
of each identified microstructural components based on their IQ value has been 
highlighted in different colors in the image quality maps, see Figs. 5(c) and 6(c).  

The image quality of the centerline of both samples were analyzed in the same way. 
The IQ images along with the location of each identified component and IQ graphs are 
presented in Fig. 7. The microstructure of QST 420 sample was composed of mainly bainite 
B2 (75%) where the rest of microstructure was B1 (25%), formed within the elongated prior 
austenite grains. Unlike the subsurface of the QST 420 sample, no sign of martensite 
formation was found in centerline microstructure. The QST 560 consisted of equal amount 
of B1 and B2 morphologies. In QST 560, which has the higher transformation temperature 
of the two treatments, bainite type B1 forms first making the residual austenite richer in 
carbon, and thereby increasing the tendency of B2 type formation such that final 
microstructure was a mixture of B1 and B2 with an almost equal share. On the other hand, 
as the transformation temperature of QST 420 is low and diffusion is slow, a large amount 
of carbon is trapped in the ferritic bainite and cannot diffuse to the austenite, which leads 
to the formation of a significant amount of interlath cementite in the microstructure. 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 7 . Centerlines of RD-ND sections (Position II) for QST 420 in a) – c) and QST 560 in d) – 
f): a) and d) EBSD image quality, b) and e) location maps of identified microstructural components 
based on their IQ values, c) and f) normalized IQ distributions and fractions of each microstructural 
component. 

 
3.2.Mechanical properties 

 
3.2.1. Tensile properties 

Fig. 8 shows the engineering stress-strain curves and corresponding strain hardening behavior 
of both QST 560 and QST 420 samples. Tensile curves revealed a continuous yielding behavior, 
which is very common in bainitic microstructures. The yield strength (Rp0.2) and ultimate tensile 
strength (Rm) of QST 420 were higher than those of QST 560. The high strength levels of QST 
420 (Rp0.2 ~1270 MPa and Rm ~1410 MPa) gives a relatively high yield to ultimate strength 
ratio (~0.9) compared to the QST 560 (~0.78), which had almost 44 % and 36 % lower 
yield and tensile strengths, respectively. Accordingly, uniform elongation (Ag) and total 
elongation (At) values of QST 560 were higher than those of QST 420. Consequently, the total 
and uniform elongation that were achieved for QST 560 were ~19 % and ~8 %, i.e. 
respectively 1.3 and 2.3 times more than those for QST 420. The higher strength of QST 



   
 

   
 

420 is primarily attributed to the presence of a higher fraction of the B2 morphology, which has 
a high density of dislocation networks and a higher fraction of high-angle boundaries as 
shown in Fig. 9. 

A local Kernel average misorientation (KAM) map is an effective way to evaluate local strain 
concentrations and show the distribution of dislocation densities [30–32]. Fig. 10. shows the local 
strain concentration map with misorientation angles between 0° to 5° for both samples along with 
the relative frequency of each misorientation angle (Fig. 10(c)). In Fig. 10 (a-b), blue indicates a 
very low misorientation with less than 1°, green the angles in the range of 1° to 2°, yellow the 
angles 2° to 3°, and misorientation angles above 3° are indicated with red hues. Misorientations 
greater than 5° were not considered in the KAM evaluation as they interfere with low-angle grain 
boundaries. According to Fig. 10, the area with a misorientation of 1° was smaller in QST 420 than 
in QSR 560 and the area with higher misorientation angles was bigger indicating the presence of 
higher fractions with high-density dislocation networks [24] in QST 420 due to the presence of 
bainite type B2. This also accounts for the higher strength of QST 420 compared to QST 560.  

The tensile true stress-strain curves were further analyzed to evaluate strain hardening behavior. 
The strain hardening rate (d𝜎/dε) versus true strain (ε) for both samples are presented in Fig. 8(b). 
The strain hardening of the specimens started with the onset of yielding where the rate of strain 
hardening drops rapidly with initiation of strain in the same manner for both samples. Afterward, 
strain hardening rate decreased, but more slowly in QST 560 than QST 420, which consequently 
showed higher uniform elongation. Eventually, the strain hardening rate dropped sharply again in 
both samples most probably owing to the necking effect.  



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 8.  a) Engineering tensile stress-strain curves for the both samples and b) corresponding 
strain hardening rate. 

 
Figure 9. Grain boundary maps and the fractions of different misorientations for very low, low and 
high angle boundaries for a) QST 420 and b) QST 560 samples at centerline. 



   
 

   
 

 

 
Figure 10. Kernel average misorientation maps for a) QST 420 and b) QST 560 samples at centerline 
along with c) the relative frequency of each misorientation angle. 

 
3.2.2. Bending 

Images of bent samples after three-point bending test using various punch radii are 
shown in Fig. 11. A precise visual macroscale inspection along with microscopic 
investigations on the surface and cross-section of damaged samples, i.e. cracked bent 
specimens and undamaged samples, revealed different types of surface defects caused by 
bending. Failure initiates near the bend axis by the formation and growth of surface waves 
parallel to the bend axis, and it later proceeds by the initiation and growth of subsurface 
cracks leading eventually to fracture on the convex surface when the strain is exceedingly 
localized due to a too small punch radius used. Following Kaupper and Merklein [33], the 
detected defects as well as the bendability acceptance criteria can be categorized using 
five different classes as schematically illustrated in Fig. 12. The schematic infograph, 
illustrating the type of defects as seen on the top surface of the bent sample (Fig.12 a) and 
on a central cross-section perpendicular to the bend axis (Fig.12 b), can also be used for 
understanding the damage development and failure mechanism on a macroscopic scale. 
The main damage zone broadens, and the severity of the defects increases from Class 1 to 
Class 5. To aid understanding, the FESEM micrographs given in Fig 12(c-d) show 
examples from Classes 2, 3 and 5 cross-section samples in QST 420 bent with a punch 
radius of 28 mm. Comparing macro and micro images, it can be seen that minor surface 
roughness or partial wavy structure were formed on the microscopic scale before they 
were obvious on the macro scale. More details about the failure and crack propagation 
will be discussed later in the fractography section. 

 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 11. Images of the undamaged and damaged bent samples. a) QST 560 and b) QST 420. RXX 
is the punch radius in mm. 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 12. a) Schematic illustration of crack development during bending and different bendability 
classes on the basis of bent surface macro and micro inspections along with some actual microscopic 
examples for c) class 2, d) class 3 and e) class 5. 

As there were no signs of any serious surface damage for QST 560 bent with a punch 
radius of 20 mm nor for QST 420 bent with a punch radius of 28 mm, the minimum usable 
ratio of punch radius (R) to sheet thickness (t) of 10 mm was 2.0 and 2.8 for QST 560 and 
420, respectively. These ratios compare favorably with those of commercially available 
wear-resistant steels with similar tensile properties and levels of hardness. Table 1 
summarizes the results for bending, hardness and tensile tests results as averages of three 
tests. The table also includes published data concerning two commercial industrial plates 
for comparison. Industrial example 1 has almost the same strength level as QST 560 and 
industrial example 2 has similar strength to QST 420. Despite the lack of satisfactory 
surface quality due to the laboratory rolling conditions and the use of as-rolled edges, both 
samples had almost 1.5 times better R/t ratios compared to the corresponding commercial 
materials. Of course, a large margin of safety has been included in the industrial values to 
allow for plate to plate variations, but still the difference is considerable.  

Comparing the properties of the samples, QST 560 showed a better bendability by 30% 
due to its higher stain hardening rate (Fig. 10b) when compared to QST 420. Suppan et al. 
[1] showed that materials with higher strain hardening capability have better bendability 
as it leads to a more uniform strain distribution and thereby lesser formation of shear bands 
and notches. The higher fraction of the morphology (B1) with its low dislocation density 
in QST 560 improved its strain hardening capacity and increased its resistance against 
strain concentration during bending giving it enhanced bendability when compared to 
QST 420, which has a B2 bainitic morphology with a higher dislocation density. Sajjadi 
and Zebarjad [34] reported that the high strength of bainite formed at low temperature is 
due to the presence of a fine and uniform cementite distribution, a high dislocation density, 



   
 

   
 

a high concentration of carbon dissolved in the bainitic ferrite, and higher internal stresses. 
Here, QST 420 showed a high fraction of high-angle grain boundaries as well. The 
distribution of microstructural components in QST 560 was fairly homogenous throughout 
the plate thickness, whereas the distribution of microstructural components in QST 420 
depended on the distance from the rolling surface, such that subsurface regions consisted 
of a significant amount of hard martensite, which is detrimental to bendability. 

 
Table 1. Hardness, bending and tensile properties (means of three tests and standard deviations) 
parallel to the RD of as-rolled samples and two commercial plates along with the ratio of upper to 
lower bainite for each parameter. 

 
3.2.3. Hardness 

Through-thickness macrohardness distribution maps of undamaged bent plates as 
measured on central cross-sections are presented in Fig. 13(a). Fig. 13(b) shows an 
example of the source of the data in for QST 560 bent with a punch radius 20 mm. As 
each hardness indent affects the surrounding area within a certain radius, indentations 
were made with a minimum spacing of 1 mm. This still gave a sufficient number of indents 
across the thickness. In the presented example, the lowest hardness levels are marked in 
red for each hardness set and hot-rolled centerline is marked as a dashed line. 

Excluding the surface layers of the samples, macrohardness decreases linearly from 
the surface down to the centerline in both samples from an average of 355 to 310 HV for 
QST 560 and from an average of 440 to 405 HV for the QST 420. In bending, the material 
is not strained to the same extent over the entire sample thickness, and as seen in Fig 13(a) 
the neutral axis, which at the start of bending is logically on the centerline, is shifted from 
the centerline toward the concave (inner) surface. This especially so in the QST 560 
sample, which was bent with a smaller punch radius than the QST 420 sample shown.  

 QST 560 QST 420 QST 560 / 
QST 420 

Industrial 
plate Ex.1 

Industrial 
plate Ex.2 

Yield strength, Rp0.2 [MPa] 711 ±	10 1267 ± 30 44% ¯ 700 1200 
Ultimate strength, Rm [MPa] 908	± 11 1406 ± 28 36% ¯ 1030 1400 
Yield / Ultimate strength 0.78 0.90 13% ¯ 0.68 0.86 
Total elongation, At [%] 19.20 ± 0.20 14.70 ± 0.70 130% - 12 10 
Uniform elongation, Ag [%] 7.80 ± 0.40 3.50 ± 0.5 223% - Na Na 
Area under the curve [MPa] 158±1.5 185±2.0 15% ¯ Na Na 
Bulk mean hardness [HV10] 345 ±	6 425	± 5 19% ¯ ≥ 270 420-480 
R/t (RD) 2.0 2.8 130% - 3 .0 4.5 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 13. a) Through-thickness hardness distribution showing a shift of the neutral axis especially 
in QST 560. b) Hardness distribution through QST 560 bent with a punch radius of 20 mm.  
 
 

3.3. Microtexture 
EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) data, acquired from areas of 200 x 200 𝜇𝑚2 similar to 

Fig. 14 (a-b) and Fig. 15 (a-b) obtained from the centerline and subsurface of as-rolled 
samples, were used to calculate the orientation distribution function (ODF) maps in three-
dimensional Euler space using OIM TSL software. The ODF results were used to evaluate 
the local texture of samples in the as-rolled (unbent) and bent conditions at different 
locations (Position I-VII). The major texture fibers and components in rolled body-centered 
cubic (bcc) materials, like the steel studied here, can be found in the two dimensional 
φ!=45° section of Euler space. A schematic illustration of the ideal positions of bcc fibers 
and components in the φ!=45° section under both shear and planar deformation is presented 
in Fig. 16.  

Centerline ODF maps of as-rolled samples are illustrated in Fig. 14 (c and d). The texture 
of both samples was that typical of hot-rolled bands of carbon steel produced from pancaked 
austenite. Comparing the ODFs with Fig. 16, the general scheme of texture for both samples 
was similar comprising mainly ND (𝛾) and RD (𝛼) fibers, with the main components 
{113}〈110〉" and {112}〈110〉" known as transformed copper, {111}〈121〉" known as 
transformed brass, and {001}〈110〉" known as rotated cube. The maximum intensity of the 
QST 420 sample was slightly higher compared to the QST 560. The texture intensity 
depends mainly on steel chemistry, amount of deformation, prior austenite grain shape and 
size, and also the cooling rate during transformation [35]. As all of the above parameters 
were maintained constant for both processing conditions except post-rolling cooling, it can 
be assumed that the slight increase in texture intensity in the lower bainite sample is due to 
its higher cooling rate.  



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 14. As-rolled centerline IPF and ODF map at φ!= 45° of a) QST 420 and b) QST 560 obtained 
from an RD-ND section. 
 

Fig. 15 shows the IPF and ODF maps at φ!= 45° for the subsurface positions. A 
comparison of Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 shows that the strong bcc shear components {112}〈111〉", 
{110}〈112〉" and {110}〈111〉" were observed in both samples. It has been reported [4,10] 
that since austenite is severely deformed by rolling below the RST, intense shear texture 
components {112}〈110〉# and {111}〈211〉# form in the austenite close to the rolled surfaces 
and later, during cooling, transform to the above-mentioned bcc shear components. 
However, the intensity of the cube component {001}〈100〉", which is only observed in the 
samples close to the rolling surface, can be due to ferrite formation and its subsequent 
deformation by shearing during the rolling process [18]. As an example, IPF and ODF maps 
from close to the surface of an undamaged lower bainite sample bent with a punch radius of 
28 mm is shown in Fig. 16. This specimen contained a significant amount of polygonal 
ferrite. As highlighted in Fig. 16(c), the {001}〈100〉" orientation was formed mainly within 
the polygonal ferrite, which also showed a sharp shear component {110}〈001〉", i.e. the 
Goss component. The possibility of microtexture evolution after bending was also studied. 
As there was no significant difference between overall textures before and after bending, the 
microstructures and textures are summarized in the appendix in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24. 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 15. As-rolled subsurface IPF and ODF map at φ!= 45° section of a) QST 420 and b) QST 
560 obtained from an RD-ND section. 
 

 
Figure 16. Illustration of ideal position of rolled bcc components and fibers an ODF map at φ!= 45°. 



   
 

   
 

 

Figure 17. Exact concave surface microstructure and texture features of the lower bainite sample 
bent with a punch radius of 26 mm. a) Image quality indicating significant amount of polygonal ferrite 
and the formation of shear bands within the grains. b) Inverse pole figure map. c) Locations of the 
{110}〈001〉" and {110}〈001〉" components obtained with a tolerance angle of 15° from the ideal 
positions. d) Related ODF map at φ!= 45° section. 
 

3.4. Fractography  
Damaged bent samples containing cracks were studied using FESEM-EBSD by 

examining unaltered fracture surfaces and polished and etched cross-sections of fracture 
surfaces to investigate the active fracture mechanisms. Fig. 18 presents fracture surfaces of 
damaged samples: QST 420 after bending with a punch radius of 26 mm in a) and b), and 
QST 560 bent with a 15 mm radius in c) and d). Two different fracture morphologies were 
observed in the region where failure initiated below the stretched outer convex surfaces. 

The fracture surfaces of the QST 420 samples showed prior to brittle failure initiation 
stepwise crack propagation with alternating stretches of ductile multivoid-coalescence 
(MVC) and flat shearing (Fig. 18 a), which start from the stretched outer surface and end at 
the onset of continuous crack propagation. These flat steps are likely due to strain 
localization on areas with the highest critical resolved shear stress. On QST 560 there are 
less, and several times wider ridges present prior to brittle failure (Fig. 18 c) or they are 
completely absent. This is due to larger grains and continuous textural units of QST 560 as 
observed in Fig. 9 and Fig. 14 that enable easier accumulation of dislocations. 



   
 

   
 

After brittle failure, QST 420 shows very shallow dimples with a bimodal size distribution 
(Fig. 18 b). On the other hand, post-failure fracture surfaces of QST 560 are very complex 
with a mix of locally cleaved facets, ductile MVC with deeper and coarser dimples, even 
some individual intergranular cracks and secondary cracks (Fig. 18 d), which are absent 
from QST 420. Generally, QST560 appears more ductile, which is in line with its tensile 
properties and bendability where the isothermal QST 560 microstructure had better 
elongation to fracture and forming capability (Table 1). No large non-metallic inclusions 
nor large voids could be linked to subsurface failure initiation in either material. Thus, 
inferior bendability of the lower bainitic material appears to be due to sensitivity to strain 
localization. 

Cross-section of QST 420 outer convex surface layer, given in Fig. 19, shows that 
multiple parallel microcracks initiated at the tips of notches, and ductile cuts, where a 
number of small voids can be observed. According to Fig. 11 and Figs. 18-21, the damage 
process starts with strain localization followed by initiation and formation of shear bands 
within the grains (Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 24). Subsequently, depending on the surface strain and 
bending radius, it proceeds with roughening and development of surface waviness, which 
are followed by the nucleation of ductile tears and voids in the shear bands. Later, these 
voids grow, merge, and eventually develop into microcracks initiated from the surface 
valleys or subsurface ductile tears and cuts. The microcracks start to propagate and grow by 
shearing and merging into other cracks and voids to form the final fracture. 

 

 
Figure 18. Fracture surfaces of damaged samples: a-b) QST 420 bent with a punch radius of 26 mm, 
and c-d) QST 560 bent with a punch radius of 15 mm. 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 19. a) Cross-section through fracture surfaces of a damaged QST 420 sample. A higher 
magnification is given in b). 

As shown in Fig. 20, the cracks propagated by shearing through the bainitic ferrite 
grains (blocks and packets) as well as through the prior austenite grains. Hence, the 
fracture appears to be transgranular. Thus, the refinement of both the prior austenite and 
final microstructures obstructs crack development and improve bendability. It has been 
also reported that a fine grain size can hinder surface roughness development at the outer 
convex surface as well, thereby decreasing the tendency for crack initiation at the surface 
[4] [2,5,8]. Mesarovic [36] showed that dislocations with certain Burgers vectors within a 
certain distance from the crack path are strongly attracted to the crack tip. Here, it is 
observed that crack propagates preferably through the region with higher strain and 
dislocation density i.e. B2 morphology.  

 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 20. A crack path indicating that crack propagated through the region with the highest strain 
and highest dislocation density, i.e. B2 morphology, by a transgranular (both prior austenite and 
bainitic ferrite grains) fracture mechanism. 
 

Regarding the effect of crystallographic texture on the bendability, and especially on 
the crack initiation and propagation, it has been widely reported that shear texture at the 
surface can have a detrimental on bendability, especially on crack initiation. For example, 
when the bend axis is transverse to the RD, strong shear texture components especially 
{110}〈001〉" and {110}〈112〉" brass components can promote shear localization, shear 
bands formation and surface roughness [9,18,37]. On the other hand, some planar rolling 
components can have beneficial effect on bendability by delaying the crack propagation. 
According to the Dillamore et al. [37] the presence of {112}〈110〉" texture can prevent 
the propagation of shear bands. An example of a crack in a fractured lower bainite is 
presented in Fig. 21. Consistent with previous works [38,39], it is seen that grains with 
{001} orientations, mainly the rotated cube component {001}〈110〉", were more 
vulnerable to crack propagation.  Also, as shown in Fig.21(b), there are two direction 
changes (marked as I and II) on the crack propagation path which happen when the crack 
reaches a {111}〈121〉" component. Such observations are quite frequent indicating that 
this component can also hinder the crack propagation.  

Fig. 22 shows the volume fraction of different texture components at the plate mid-
thickness for both samples indicating the higher fraction of the detrimental component 
{001}〈110〉" and the lower fraction of the beneficial components {112}〈110〉" and 
{111}〈121〉" in the QST 420 samples when compared to QST 560. The volume fraction 
of each component was calculated by considering a tolerance angle of 15° from the ideal 
position of each component. 



   
 

   
 

 
Figure 21. A crack path along with the textural component distribution map around the crack in a 
fractured QST 420 sample bent with a punch radius of 26 mm. 
 

 
Figure 22. Volume fraction of texture components observed around cracks at the plate centerline, a) 
QST 420 and b) QST 560 samples. 



   
 

   
 

Summarizing the factors affecting bendability, firstly, surface microstructure and texture 
affects the initiation of strain localization. For example, the formation of strong bcc shear 
components leads to pronounced shear band formation and surface roughness and waviness, 
which can promote the subsequent nucleation and growth of voids and microcracks. Also, 
the existence of soft microstructural constituents, like polygonal ferrite, at the surface can 
also delay strain localization and improve the bendability. Secondly, the cracks propagation 
affects by subsurface and the through-thickness microstructure and texture characteristics. 
Strain hardening capacity, which originate from microstructural features, significantly 
influence the bendability, the higher strain hardening capacity the better bendability. Work 
hardening can be increased by increasing the fraction of soft microstructural components 
with lower dislocation densities, like the B1 bainitic morphology, which delay the instability 
condition compared to the hard component with a high dislocation density, like B2 bainite 
and martensite.  These results were in agreement with earlier work by Dillamore [37] which 
suggested that strain rate sensitivity, the work-hardening exponent, the density of mobile 
dislocations were the main parameters that affect the bendability of heavily deformed 
material.  

 
4. Conclusion 

The bendability of a new steel composition in the as-rolled state with two different post 
rolling cooling conditions was investigated using three-point bending tests. The different 
QST temperature led to formation of different quantity of microstructural components in the 
samples, resulting different mechanical and bending properties. The sample with a quench 
stop temperature of 560 °C had a lower strength level but higher strain hardening capacity 
than the one with a QST of 420 °C, which led to a better bendability (R/t = 2) in QST 560 
compared to QST 420  (R/t = 2.8). For QST 560, bending with punch radii smaller than 2t 
led to ductile fracture while QST 420 bent with radii smaller than 2.8t tended to show more 
brittle fracture appearance. Compared to commercially available steel grades with similar 
mechanical properties, both samples showed very good minimum usable R/t ratios already 
in the lab-made condition and as-rolled edges. The bending tests revealed that, irrespective 
of the strength level, bendability would not be an issue when forming this steel, for example 
to wear-resistant pipes for slurry transportation. The main conclusions can be highlighted as 
follows:  

 
• Irrespective of QST, the microstructure down to a depth of about 100 μm from the 

surface consisted of a significant fraction of polygonal ferrite scattered among the 
carbon-rich microstructural components martensite and bainite.  

• The effect of QST on tensile strength is due to changes in the fractions of the 
microstructural constituents and not to other parameters crystallographic texture, 
grain size. 

• From the crack propagation viewpoint, formation of lower fraction of the detrimental 
component {001}〈110〉" and the higher fraction of the beneficial components 
{112}〈110〉" and {111}〈121〉" in the QST 560 samples when compared to QST 420 
helped QST 560 samples to show a better bending behavior. 

• The bendability of the studied materials with the bend axis transverse to the rolling 
direction was mainly affected by strain hardening capacity, crystallographic surface 
and through thickness characteristics, and the distribution of microstructural 
components. 

• There was no evidence of microtexture evolution after bending through the samples 
thickness.  
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Appendix 
 
The microstructure and texture details of both QST 420 and QST 460 before and after 
bending is summarized in Fig. 23 and Fig, 24. 



   
 

   
 

 

Figure 23. As-rolled texture and microstructures of both samples at the different positions of surface, 
subsurface and mid-thickness. 



   
 

   
 

 

Figure 24. Texture and microstructure of both samples after bending at the convex and concave sub 
surfaces. 


